Subject Index

Abrasion 195

Accessibility
  arm’s reach 96
  of electrical connections 221
  to livestock 418
  for operation, inspection and maintenance 162–4

Accessories
  agricultural and horticultural premises 418–20
  amusement devices and booths at fairgrounds etc 454
  assessment of approximate age of installation 519
  bath and shower locations 391–2
  cable coupler 72, 74, 281
  cable zones (near) 196–7
  caravan parks 424–7
  caravans and motor caravans 448, 450
  ceiling rose 282–4, 336, 495
  clock connector 280
  connections in 221–3
  construction site installations 412
  continuity testing 469
  cooker control unit 498
  earth loop impedance testing 471, 473
  earthing 314
  for equipment with high protective conductor currents 316
  exhibitions, shows and stands 439
  fixing screws (dispensation from earthing) 58
  fused connection unit 150
  general 279–81
  lampholder 53, 90, 283–4, 467
  batten 100, 279, 283–4, 495
  lighting points 282–5
  luminaire supporting coupler 282–5
  marinas 431–4
  SELV and PELV plug, socket and LSC 81
  shaver socket 392, 397
  swimming pool locations 403–6
  voltage warning notice 172

Additional protection
  by RCD
    general 81
    for mobile equipment for use outdoors 58
    for socket-outlets 58
  by supplementary bonding see bonding

Adiabatic see also non-adiabatic
  equation 128, 253, 294
  line 129–31

Age of installation (assessing) 518–19

Agricultural (Stationary Machinery) Regulations 1959 9

Agricultural and horticultural premises 413–21
  electric shock protection
    automatic disconnection of supply 415
    general 413, 415–16
    SELV and PELV 415
    general 413
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Agricultural and horticultural premises

(continued)
protection against fire and thermal
effects
heating appliance
for livestock breeding and
rearing locations 416
siting 416
RCD protection against fire 417
selection and erection of equipment
accessibility to livestock 418
conduit, trunking and ducting 419
diagrams 418
external influences 418
general 417
isolation and switching 419
luminaires and lighting 420
protection against vermin 419
providing discrimination of RCDs
421
socket-outlets 420
supplementary bonding 420
wiring systems 418

Alterations and additions to installation
26

Ambient temperature, surrounding
cables 105, 199, 205, 209
rating factor for 208–9, 216, 378

Apparent power 127, 208

Approval of Safety Standards
Regulations 1987 9

Arcs, sparks and high-temperature
particles 92

Arm’s reach
application to
dispensal of provisions for fault
protection 58
placing out of reach 83–4
protection from burns 100
wiring systems in escape routes 95
concept of 96

Armour(ing)
cross-sectional area 302–3
copper equivalent 304
electromagnetic and electromechanical
effects 231–3

impedance as a steel enclosure
118–19
k factor 296
as a protective conductor 291–2,
302–5

Assessment
of characteristics 29
of connected load 29–34
of diversity 29–34
of external earth fault loop impedance
42–3
of live conductors 35
of maximum demand 29–34
of suitability of supply 43–4
of type of earthing 33–40
of voltage 40–1

Automatic disconnection of supply
(ADS) requirements

basic protection 54
earth fault loop impedance
for IT systems 70–1
for TN systems 61–6
for TT systems 67–9
fault protection
general 54–60
automatic disconnection in the
case of a fault 57–8, 59;
exceptions 58–9
earthing 56
main bonding 56–7
IT systems 69–71
TN systems 60–6
TT systems 67–9
general 53–4
maximum disconnection time
for final circuits rated at up to 32 A
59
for TN systems (except final circuits
rated at up to 32 A) 61
for TT systems (except final circuits
rated at up to 32 A) 67, 69
maximum earth electrode resistance
for IT systems 69
for TT systems 67–8

Autotransformer 71, 79, 281
Band, voltage 41

**Barriers or enclosures**
- degree of protection (IP code) 53
- protection by 52–3
- use of tool or key 53, 76

**Basic protection**
- by barriers or enclosures 52–3
- by basic insulation of live parts 52
- general 22–3

**Bath or shower locations** 389–98
- degrees of ingress protection 391, 393
- electric heating embedded in the floor 398
- electric shock protection
  - additional protection by RCDs 393
  - electrical separation 394
  - measures that are not permitted 393
  - SELV and PELV 394
- general 389–91
- mobile and nonfixed current-using equipment 397–8
- other equipment 398
- shaver supply units 397
- socket-outlets 397
- supplementary bonding 395–7
- zonal arrangements 390–1
  - equipment permitted inside and outside zones 392–3

**Boats**, supply PEN conductor not to be used as means of earthing 35

**Bonding**
- clamps 322–3
- connection warning notice 173
- earth-free local (protection by) *see* earth-free local equipotential bonding
- general 318
- main 56–7, 318–21
  - minimum cross-sectional area of conductor 318–19
  - plastic (insulating) pipes 57
- supplementary
  - additional protection by 81–2
  - general 321–2
  - minimum cross-sectional area of conductor 321–2
  - where disconnection times cannot be met 58–60, 65

**Borrowed neutral** 372, 489

**Breaking capacity**
- cartridge fuse (BS 1362) 259
- general 128–9
- high breaking capacity (HBC) fuse
  - BS 88 273
  - BS 1361 259
- miniature circuit-breaker (MCB) 252, 259
- residual current device 136
- semi-enclosed fuse 252, 256

**BS 7671**
- application to equipment construction 20
- exclusions from scope 19–20
- fundamental principles 21–7
- hazards taken into account 7, 12, 22
- legal status 13
- numbering system 4
- object and effects 20–1
- relationship with statutory authorities 20
- scope 17–20
- supporting publications 5
- terminology used in 5–6

**Building design considerations** 199

**Building Regulations (Northern Ireland) 2000** 11

**Building Regulations 2000 as amended** 11

**Building Standards (Scotland) Regulations 2004** 10

**Burns**
- hazard 7, 12, 22
- protection against 100

**Busbar**
- infinite 113–14
- trunking (and powertrack) systems 182, 242, 292
- supports for 229

**Cable(s) *see also* wiring systems**
- bending radii 224, 228–9
- concealed and buried 196–7
Cable(s) see also wiring systems
(continued)
  rating factor for cables in ground 211
  current-carrying capacity 103–7, 205–14, 243–6, 345–6
  grouping 205, 214
  rating factor for 208–9, 216, 378
  heating conductors and cables 281, 287
  identification 170–1
  inductive reactance values 118–19
  less familiar types 183
  with low emission of smoke and corrosive gases under fire conditions 183–4
  methods of installation 205–7
  nonsheathed, to be enclosed in conduit, trunking or ducting 181
  overhead between buildings 224
  resistance values
    of copper conductors 217, 219
    generally 118–19
  supports for 224–6
  thermal insulation (cables in contact with) 105, 206–8, 211
  rating factor for 208, 216, 378
  transit seal 93
  voltage, drop 214–16
  zones for cables concealed in walls or partitions 196
Calculation of
  adiabatic line 129–31
  disconnection time limit for fault current protection 128–31
  diversity 29–30
  earth electrode resistance 312
  external earth fault loop impedance 42–3
  fault current 112–28
    at origin 125–8
    in parallel conductors 131–4
  fault level 125–8
  impedance 115
    of steel enclosures 118
  inductive reactance 115–16
  k 116–18
  line-to-earth fault current 123–5
  line-to-line short-circuit current 121–2, 123
  line-to-neutral short-circuit current 120–1
  an option for assessing external earth fault loop impedance 42–3
  an option for assessing prospective short-circuit current at origin 41–2
  per unit impedance 126
  thermally permissible short-circuit current (BS 7454) 116–18
  touch voltage 55
  voltage, drop 214–16
  Z_s limiting values 61–5, 67–9, 70
Capacities
  conduit 233–6
  trunking 236–9
Capacitors, stored energy in 147
Car parks, underground and multistorey 332
Caravan/camping parks and similar locations 422–9
  electric shock protection
    measures that are not permitted 424
    PME supplies (restrictions) 428–9
    TT system 428
  general 422–9
  selection and erection of equipment
    caravan pitch supply equipment 425–6
    equipment installed outside 425
    overhead conductors 425
    underground cables 425
    wiring systems 425
  typical distribution layout 424, 427
Caravan Sites and Control of Development Act 1960 9
Caravans and motor caravans 422–9
  accessories
    generally 450
    inlet plugs for independent installations 448
    LV socket-outlets 450
    supply inlets 448
certification 512
electric shock protection
  extra-low voltage 447
  main bonding 447
  protective measures that are not permitted 447
  RCD protection 447
  supply PEN conductor not to be used as means of earthing 35
  general 445
luminaires 450
main isolating switch 448
overcurrent protection 447–8
warning notices and labels 175
wiring systems
  Annex A of Section 721 (guidance on 12 V d.c. installations) 450
cable supports 449
connection leads (hook-up) 448–9
minimum conductor size 449
protection from mechanical damage 449
protective conductors 449
separation of LV and ELV 449
type 449

Cartridge fuse
  earth loop impedance limiting values 66, 68
  fault current magnitudes for operation within stated times 254–5
  functions frequently called upon to perform 248–9
  general 259
  identification 271
  relative merits 250–1
  short-circuit capacities 252, 259

Certification
  alterations and additions 534
  caravans (leisure accommodation vehicles) 512
  emergency lighting 535
  fire detection and alarm systems 535
  general 493–4, 496, 498, 500–12
  minor works 512
  petrol filling stations 535

Checklists for inspection 487–93, 494–500

Churches, Installations in 334

Cinematograph (Safety) Regulations 1955 9

Circuit-breaker
  earth loop impedance limiting values 66, 68, 74
  for reduced low voltage systems 74
  identification in terms of the number of poles 256
  for isolation 149–50
  linked 143–4, 241
  main 143–5
  miniature (MCB)
    characteristics 259–61, 273–4, 276
    discrimination 273–5
    miniature circuit-breakers and fuse 275–6
  earth loop impedance limiting values 66, 68
  fault current magnitudes for operation within stated times 254–5
  functions frequently called upon to perform 248–9
  general 259–60
  for reduced low voltage systems 73–4
  relative merits 250–1
  short-circuit capacities 252, 259
  moulded case (MCCB)
    functions frequently called upon to perform 248–9
    general 260–1
    relative merits 250–1
    short-circuit capacities 252
    time/current characteristics 261
  residual current (RCCB) 261
  residual current with overcurrent protection (RCBO) 261

Circuit(s) see also final circuits
cross-sectional area of conductors 105, 110–11, 205–16, 253
disconnection time see disconnection time (maximum)
**Subject Index**

**Circuit(s) see also final circuits**

(continued)

electric shock protection see electric shock

overcurrent protection 101–2, 135–6

standard, tables of maximum cable length 366, 378

**Civic Government (Scotland) Act 1982**

10

Class 0, I, II and III 75

Class II equipment 75–7

**Combustible constructional materials**

(locations with) 98–9

**Combustible dust** 97–8

**Compatibility** 45, 178

electromagnetic 178

**Conditions for evacuation in an emergency**

95–7

installation design considerations 95–7

**Conducting locations with restricted movement**

421–2

electric shock protection 422

automatic disconnection of supply 422–4

double or reinforced insulation 422–4

electrical separation 422–4

SELV and PELV 422–4

supplementary bonding 422

general 421–2

**Conductors**

at caravan/camping parks and similar locations 425

identification 170–1

resistance values 118–19, 217, 219

**Conduit**

capacities 233–6

cross-sectional area (steel) 304

identification 170–1

k factor (steel) 297

supports for 224, 227

**Connections, electrical (joints and terminations)**

93–4, 218–23

accessibility 221

electrical continuity 221

enclosure

of connections 222

of unsheathed cores 222

mechanical strength 221

suitability for

conductor insulation 221

conductor material 221

conductor size, shape and strands 221

external influences 222

number of conductors to be connected 221

**Construction (Design and Management) Regulations 2007**

11

**Construction site installations**

407–13

cables, protection from mechanical damage 412

electric shock protection 409–11

additional protection by RCD 410

automatic disconnection of supply 410–11

electrical separation 410–11

measures that are not permitted 410

PME supplies (restrictions) 410

reduced low voltage 410–11

SELV and PELV 410–11

general 407

isolation and switching 412–13

selection and erection of equipment

general 411–12

switchgear and controlgear 412

wiring systems 412

typical supply arrangements 413–14

**Consumer Protection Act 1987**

9

**Consumer Safety Act 1987**

9

**Consumer unit**

accessibility 140, 240

Class I (metalclad) in TT system 267

fault current rating 125, 363

rated current and diversity factor 30

in the smaller installation 362–84

**Controlgear**

forms of assembly 243–5

general 241–3

type-tested and partially type-tested assemblies 242

**Conventional circuits**
loading and diversity 34
  tables of maximum cable length 366, 378
Cooker (domestic), loading and diversity 32–3
Coordination
  between conductor and overload device 104
  insulation 542
  of overload and fault current protection 134
  of protection (electric motor circuits) 109
Corrosion, due to contact between dissimilar metals 176, 194–5, 218, 300, 322
Corrosive and polluting substances 194–5
Cross-sectional area of conductor
  earthing conductor 308, 310
  final circuits 363–84
  general 105, 110–11, 205–16, 253
  main bonding 318–19
  protective 294–5
  ring final circuit 110
  supplementary bonding 321–2
Current
  nature of supply 41
  passing through the body 47–8, 60–6
Current-carrying capacity 103, 107, 205, 214, 243, 246–7
Cyclic load, thermally equivalent load for 244, 246
Damage, to insulation and sheath 52
Dangerous substances and Explosive Atmospheres Regulations 2002 10
Data processing equipment (earthing requirements) see equipment having high protective conductor currents (requirements for earthing)
Departures from requirements of BS 7671 21
Design
  for final circuit 363–84
  in fundamental requirements of BS 7671 25–6
Design current
  see also diversity
  see also load
  see also loading
  of discharge lighting 208
  general 103, 168
  for thermally equivalent load 246
Determination of prospective fault current
  attenuation in service cable 125–8
  examples of various fault current conditions 120–4
Diagrams, charts and tables 172–4, 519
Direct contact, protection against 22
Discharge lighting installation operating at HV, isolation requirements 148
Disconnection time (maximum)
  for final circuits rated at up to 32 A 59
  for reduced low voltage circuits 73
  for TN systems (except final circuits rated at up to 32 A) 61
  for TT systems (except final circuits rated at up to 32 A) 67
Dispensation, of fault protection 51, 58
Distribution board
  accessibility 140, 240
  circuit chart 173–4, 519
  Class I (metelclad) in TT system 267
  rated current and diversity factor 30
Diversity see also loading
  definition 30
  assessment of 29–30
  calculation of 29–30
  conventional circuits 34
  cooker (domestic) 32–3
  electric heating 32
  electric motor 33–4
  heating 32
  lighting 30–2
  socket-outlets 34
Double or reinforced insulation, general 75–7
Dusty environments, installations in 331
**Earth electrode**
calculation of resistance 312
general 35–8
maximum resistance for IT systems 69
maximum resistance for TT systems 67–8
test instrument 461–2
test methods 477–80

**Earth fault current**, at origin 41–2

**Earth fault loop impedance**
external 42–3
an option for assessing 42–3
maximum for IT systems 70–1
maximum for TN systems 61–6
maximum for TT systems 67–9

**Earth-free local equipotential bonding**, general 85–6

**Earth loop impedance** see earth fault loop impedance

**Earth monitoring and proving** 306

**Earthing**
see also equipment having high protective conductor currents (requirements for earthing)
see also protective conductors
see also protective multiple earthing (PME)
accessories and other equipment 314
connection to Earth and system arrangements 308–10
connection warning notice 173
electrodes 311–13
general 307
main earthing terminal 313–14
for the protective measure of automatic disconnection of supply (ADS) 56
responsibility 35, 307
type of 33–40

**Earthing conductor**
connection warning notice 174
general 308, 310
means of disconnecting 313
minimum cross-sectional 308, 310

**Eddy-currents** 232
**EEBAD** 411, 416

**Electric motor**
loading and diversity 33–4
in locations with fire risk due to processed or stored materials 98
protection against overload 107–9
rotating machines 281, 288
starting characteristics 162–3
stored energy in (contribution to fault level) 127

**Electric shock**
basic protection see basic protection 56
fault protection see fault protection hazards 7, 12, 22, 47
under normal conditions 47
under single fault conditions 47

**Electric surface heating systems** (BS 6351) 14, 281, 287

**Electrical Equipment (Safety) Regulations 1994** 11

**Electrical Installation Certificate** 500–12
testing for 493

**Electrical separation**
supplying more than one item of current-using equipment 86–9
supplying only one item of current-using equipment 77–8

**Electricity at Work Regulations (Northern Ireland) 1991** 8

**Electricity at Work Regulations 1989** 8, 12

**Electricity Safety, Quality and Continuity Regulations 2002**, general 8, 12

**Electromagnetic**
compatibility 178
effects 101, 231–3
influences 24
radiation 163

**Electromechanical effects** 221–3

**Emergency lighting** (BS 5266)
definition of terms 326
assessment as a safety service 29, 44
certification 535
exhibitions, shows and stands 436
fairgrounds, amusement parks and circuses (temporary supplies) 452
general 325–6, 347–9
periodic inspection 518
Emergency stopping 154–7, 158
  see also isolation and switching
Emergency switching
general 12, 22, 153–7
principal requirements for devices for
general emergency switching 156
Enclosure see also barriers and enclosures
  fire and heat resistance 93
Energy let-through (of protective device) 128–9, 131, 256–7
Energy Networks Association,
  Engineering Recommendations 42
Entertainers’ equipment, RCD
  protection 342
Equipment (electrical)
  application of BS 7671 to construction of 20
  embodying heat sources 92
  fundamental requirements 2
  selection (common rules) 161–80
Equipment having high protective conductor currents (requirements for earthing)
  additional requirements
    in IT systems 318
    in TN and TT systems 315–17
  general 314–18
  minimum cross-sectional area of circuit protective conductors 317
  RCD compatibility 317
Erection, included in the scope of BS 7671 26–7
Exhibitions, shows and stands 430–5
  definitions 430
  general 430
  inspection and testing 430
  protection against electric shock
    automatic disconnection of supply additional protection by RCDs 436
    main bonding 436
    PME supplies (restriction) 436
  protective measures that are not permitted 436
  protection against fire 437
  selection and erection of equipment electrical connections 438
    ELV transformers and convertors 438
    isolation and switching 438
    location of switchgear and controlgear 438
    luminaires and lighting installations 439
    other equipment 438
    socket-outlets and plugs 439–40
    wiring systems 438
External earth fault loop impedance see earth fault loop impedance, external
External influences 45, 162–4, 185–93
  building design considerations 199
  classification of (designation letters) 186–91, 200
  combustible dust 97–8
  conditions for evacuation in an emergency 95–7
  corrosive and polluting substances 194–5
  fauna, flora and mould growth 197, 199
  fire risk 97–8
  mechanical damage
    concealed and buried cables 196–7
    general 195–6
    solar radiation 199
    solid foreign bodies 194
    temperature 193
    water 194
Extra-low voltage see also FELV
see also PELV
see also SELV
  lighting 335–9
Factories Act 1961 10
Fairgrounds, amusement parks and circuses (temporary installations for) 451–2
  electric motor protection 452
Fairgrounds, amusement parks and circuses (temporary installations for) *(continued)*
electrical supplies 451
to dodgems 454
general 451–2
IT systems (not generally permitted) 451
protection against electric shock
live conductors of different sources
(no interconnection) 451
protective measures that are not permitted 451
RCD protection 451–2
supplementary bonding 452
selection and erection of equipment
amusement device connection points 454
joints in wiring 453
lighting installations 453–4
LV generating sets 455
plugs and socket-outlets 454
safety isolating transformers 454
switchgear and controlgear 453
wiring systems 453

**Fault conditions**
examples of various fault current conditions 120–4
general 110
protection against overvoltage due to 137

**Fault current**
devices for protection against 243–4, 246
general 24
omission of protection 106, 112
prospective see prospective fault current

**Fault level** 41–3

**Fault protection**
dispensation 51, 58
general 23

**Fauna, flora and mould growth** 197, 199

**FELV**
considerations where conditions for SELV or PELV are not met 71
general 71–2
sources 71

**Final circuits**
cross-sectional area of conductors 363–84
ring final circuit 110
general 53–77
overload protection of ring 110

**Fire**
barriers 93–4
caused by equipment 91–4
minimizing risk of 230–1
performance of wiring systems 184
precautions where particular risks exist 95–100
propagating structures 99
protection against, to means of escape in locations with risk of 95
risk of (as an external influence) 97–8

**Fire detection and alarm systems for buildings (BS 5839)**
assessment as a safety service 29, 44
exhibitions, shows and stands 438
general 14, 326–31, 351
inspection, testing and certification 535
periodic inspection 518
schematic for supply 330
in thatched properties 334

**Fire fighting and protection system (supplies to)** 44, 348 see also safety services

**Fire-propagating structures** 99

**Fire risk due to processed or stored materials (locations with)** 97–8

**Firefighter’s switch** 157–8
identification notice 174–5

**Flame propagation of wiring systems** 95–6, 98

**Flammable liquids** 92–3

**Flats, multioccupancy blocks, installations in** 332–3

**Flickering effects (on luminaires)** 43

**Floor and ceiling heating systems** 452–7
general 452, 455
heating-free areas 457
heating units
flexible-sheet heating elements 455
heating cables 455
identification and notices 457
protection against electric shock
to Class II heating units 456
to heating units without
exposed-conductive-parts 456
protective measures that are not
permitted 456
RCD protection 456
protection against harmful thermal
effects 456–7
wiring systems 457

Forms of certification and reporting
Electrical installation certificate 502–11
Leisure Accommodation Vehicle
Electrical installation certificate 513–14
Minor Electrical Installation Works
Certificate 515
Periodic Inspection Report 524–30

Frequency
considerations for generating sets 346–50
correction factor for voltage drop 205
nature of supply 41
suitability of equipment for 163

Functional extra-low voltage see FELV
Functional switching see also isolation
and switching
definition 158
general 158–60

Fuse
cartridge see cartridge fuse
earth loop impedance limiting values 66, 68
for reduced low voltage systems 74
general 253–6
high breaking capacity see High
breaking capacity (HBC) fuse
for isolation 149–50
semi-enclosed see semi-enclosed
(rewireable) fuse

Generating sets
fairgrounds, amusement parks and
circuses 455
general 342, 345
load power factor considerations 346

Grouping 205, 214

Harmonics 45, 135, 208, 212–14,
345–6
current-carrying capacity
considerations 208, 212, 214
distortion 346
equipment to be compatible for 45
overcurrent protection considerations 135

Health and Safety (Display Screen
Equipment) Regulations 1992 9
Health and Safety (Safety Signs and
Signals) Regulations 1996 11
Health and Safety at Work etc Act 1974 8

Heater
water (or other liquid)
electrode water heaters and boilers 286
general 279, 286–7
with immersed and uninsulated
elements 286–7
loading and diversity 33
water heating 33

Heating, loading and diversity 32

High breaking capacity (HBC) fuse
BS 88 fuse 273
BS 1361 fuse 259
characteristics 257–9
discrimination 272–3
earth loop impedance limiting values 66, 68
fault current magnitudes for operation
within stated times 254–5
functions frequently called upon to
perform 248–9
general 109, 256–9
identification 271
relative merits 250–1
short-circuit capacities 252, 259, 273
Highly Inflammable Liquids and Liquefied Petroleum Gases Regulations 1972 10

ICEL 90
Identification (and notices)
conductors 170–1
conduit 170–1
diagrams, charts and tables 172–4, 519
general 164–76
non-conducting location 85
notices
caravan ELV switch 175
caravan main switch 175
controlgear 174
on devices only accessible to electrically skilled personnel only 142
dual supply 174
earthing and bonding connections 173
earthing conductor connection 174
electrical separation supplying more than one item of equipment 86
emergency switch 174
equipment vulnerable to a typical test 173
firefighter’s switch 174–5
highway power temporary supply unit 175
isolating device 172
live parts not isolated by single device 172
locations with non-earthed bonding 173
nonstandard colours 173
periodic inspection and testing 173
protective device 174
RCDs 173
switchgear 174
switchgear and controlgear 172–5
switching for mechanical maintenance 172
voltage 172
protection by placing out of reach 83
IEE
Guidance Notes 6
On-Site Guide 353
Impedance
earth loop see earth fault loop impedance
of steel enclosures 118
triangle 116
Inductive reactance
calculation of 115–16
values for cables 118–19
Inductors, stored energy in 147
Inspection
checklists 487–93, 494–500
examples of items requiring inspection 485–6
general 484–93
Installation methods (of cables and wiring systems), general 205, 206–8
Installation(s), circuit arrangements 44–5
Instantaneous operation 260, 273, 370
Insulation faults (protection against) 98
Insulation of live parts, protection by basic insulation 52
International Protection (IP) code 185, 201
Interruption of supply, protection against 24
IP code 185, 201
Isolation
equipment and circuits to be isolated 145–7
examples of acceptable and unacceptable devices for isolation 150
main switch 143–5
pole isolation requirements for main switch 144
principal requirements for isolating devices 149
procedure 240, 351
requirements relating to system type 147
**Isolation and switching**
the four concepts 140
  general 1, 139–43
identification and notices 160

**Isolator**
definition 140
  lifts (BS 5655 and BS EN 81–1) 15

**IT system**, general 38–40

**Joints and terminations (electrical connections)** 93–4, 218–23

**k factor**
  for armour(ing) 296
  calculation of 116–18
  for conduit, trunking and ducting 297

**Lampholder**
batten 100, 279, 283–4, 495
temperature rating 90

**Law**
  Acts of Parliament 8–12
  Agricultural (Stationary Machinery) Regulations 1959 9
  Approval of Safety Standards Regulations 1987 9
  Building Regulations (Northern Ireland) 2000 11
  Building Regulations 2000 as amended 11
  Building Standards (Scotland) Regulations 2004 10
  Caravan Sites and Control of Development Act 1960 9
  Cinematograph (Safety) Regulations 1955 9
  Civic Government (Scotland) Act 1982 10
  Construction (Design and Management) Regulations 2007 11
  Consumer Protection Act 1987 9
  Consumer Safety Act 1987 9
  Dangerous substances and Explosive Atmospheres Regulations 2002 10
  Electrical Equipment (Safety) Regulations 1994 11
  Electricity at Work Regulations 1989 8, 12
  Electricity Safety, Quality and Continuity Regulations 2002, general 8, 12
  Health and Safety (Display Screen Equipment) Regulations 1992 9
  Health and Safety (Safety Signs and Signals) Regulations 1996 11
  Health and Safety at Work etc Act 1974 8
  Highly Inflammable Liquids and Liquefied Petroleum Gases Regulations 1972 10
  legal status of BS 7671 13
  Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1982 10
  Low Voltage Equipment (Safety) Regulations 1994 9
  Manual Handling, Operating Regulations 1992 9
  Personal Protective Equipment at Work Regulations 1992 8
  Petroleum (Consolidation) Act 1928, as amended 10
  Plugs and Sockets etc. (Safety) Regulations 9
  Statutory Regulations 8–12
  Trading Standards Act 1968 9
  Workplace (Health, Safety and Welfare) Regulations 1992 8

**Let-through energy (of protective device)** 128–9, 131, 256–7

**Lighting**
  accessories at lighting points 282–5
  agricultural and horticultural premises 420
  emergency see emergency lighting (BS 5266)
  exhibitions, shows and stands 439
  extra-low voltage 335–9
  HV, isolation requirements 148
  loading and diversity 30–2
  outdoor 338–9
Lighting (continued)

security 341

Lightning

overvoltage in overhead lines 138
protection system 14, 19
main bonding 56, 321, 334

Links, for isolation 149–50

Live conductor, arrangement of 35

Live part(s)

basic insulation of 52
not isolated by a single device 146
placing out of reach 82–3
shielding by barrier or enclosure 52–3

Load

actual 29–30
apparent power 127, 208
connected 29–30
demand 31
profile 43

Loading see also diversity
conventional circuits 34
cooker (domestic) 32–3
electric heating 32
electric motor 33–4
heating 32
lighting 30–2
luminaires 30–2
socket-outlets 34

Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) (Northern Ireland)
Order 1985 10

Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1982 10

Locations of national, commercial, industrial or public significance 99–100

Low Voltage Equipment (Safety) Regulations 1994 9

Luminaire

embodying heat source 92
flickering, dipping and stroboscopic effect 43
general 90–1, 100, 279, 282–5
loading 30–2, 208
in locations with fire risk due to processed or stored materials 97

symbol for fluorescent and discharge 90

Main bonding see bonding, main

Main earthing terminal 313–14

Main switch 143–5
pole isolation requirements 144

Maintainability 29, 46, 238–40

Maintenance

general 46
operating and maintenance manual 46, 179, 240, 270
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Marinas and similar locations 429–34
external influences 430
general 429
protection against electric shock 429
PME supplies (restriction) 429
protective measures that are not permitted for use 429
selection and erection of equipment fault protection devices 433
isolation 432–3
overcurrent protection devices 433
plugs and socket-outlets 433–4
suitability for external influences 431
equipment on/above a jetty, wharf or pier 431
wiring systems 432–3

MCB (miniature-circuit breakers) see circuit-breaker

Means of escape, protection of in locations with fire risk 95

Mechanical movement, injury from 12
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Meter tails 356–7

Mineral-insulated cable, as a protective conductor 301
Miniature circuit-breaker (MCB) see
circuit-breaker
Minimizing the risk of fire 230–1
Mobile equipment, additional protection by RCD 58
Mobile or transportable units 440–5
electric shock protection
  additional protection by RCDs 445
  fault protection devices 445
  main bonding 445
  PME supplies (restriction) 444
  protective measures that are not permitted 444
  use of an IT system 444
  general 440, 444
selection and erection of equipment
  in gas cylinder compartment 446
  inlet connection notice 446
  plugs, connectors and socket-outlets 446
  wiring systems 446
  source of supply 444
Motor see electric motor
Moulded case circuit-breaker (MCCB)
see circuit-breaker
Mutual detrimental influences 176–8
  see also external influences
New materials and inventions 21
NICEIC Domestic Electrical Installation Guide 353
Non-adiabatic heating effects 116
Non-conducting location, general 83–5
Notches and drilled holes in timber joists 193
Notices see identification
Obstacles, general 82
Omission of protection 106–7, 112
Operating and maintenance manual 46, 179, 240, 270
Operational conditions 162–4
Origin of installation, definition 143
Outdoor lighting installations, highway power supplies and street furniture
  cable installation and identification 340–1
  general 338–9
  isolation and switching 340
  protection against electric shock 339–40
Overcurrent
  definition 102
  general 23–4, 101–36
Overcurrent protection
  conductors in parallel 131–4
  coordination
    between conductor and overload device 104
    of overload and fault current protection 134
    of protection (electric motor circuits) 109
  general 101–2, 135–6
  omission of 106–7
Overcurrent protective device
  fundamental requirements 23–4
  general 47–8, 60–6, 101, 107, 247–61
  identification 271
  at origin 44
Overhead
  cables between buildings 224
  conductors at caravan/camping parks and similar locations 425
  lines
    between buildings 82
    overvoltage due to lightning 138
Overload
  omission of protection 106–7
  rating factor for protective device type 211, 256
Overvoltage (protection against)
  of atmospheric origin or due to switching 138
  general 137
  temporary overvoltages due to faults 137
Parallel conductors
  calculation of fault current 131–4
  overcurrent protection 131–4
PELV
  general 78–81
  sources 79
PEN conductor see also, protective
  conductors, for combined protective
  and functional purposes
  not to be recombined once separated
  299
  conditions to be met for use 298
  isolation and switching (restrictions)
  143, 160
  in locations with risk of fire
  (restrictions) 98
  overcurrent detection requirements
  135
  not permitted in consumer’s
  installation (under ESQCR) 61
  not permitted on load side of RCD 61
  selection and erection generally 299
  of supply, as means of earthing for
  installation 35–8
Periodic inspection and testing
  assessing age of installation 518–19
  general 512, 516, 519–33
  intervals 516–18
  report form 524–30
Personal Protective Equipment at Work
  Regulations 1992 8
Petrol filling stations and liquid
  petroleum gas stations
  general 331
  inspection, testing and certification 535
  legislation 10
  periodic inspection and testing 516, 518
  PME supplies (restrictions) 40
  safety in electrical testing 463
Petroleum (Consolidation) Act 1928, as
  amended 10
Placing out of reach, general 82–3
Plugs and Sockets etc. (Safety)
  Regulations 9
PME see protective multiple earthing
  (PME)
Polarity, test methods 467, 469
Power factor 31–3, 45, 115, 127
capability of overcurrent protective
  device 252
  of generator load 346
  voltage drop considerations 216
Prospective fault current
  attenuation of in service cable 125–8
  determination 112–28
Prospective short-circuit current
  attenuation of in service cable 125–8
  general 41–2
Protective bonding see bonding
Protective conductors
  ‘clean’ earths 305–6
  armouring as 302–3, 305
  for combined protective and functional
  purposes 298, 299
  electrical continuity 300
  formed by steel conduit, trunking, etc
  as 300–1, 304
  general 289–90
  mineral-insulated cables as 301
  proving and monitoring 306
  of ring final circuits 301–2
  sizes 294–5
  thermal withstand 293–4
  types 290–2
Protective earthing see earthing
Protective measures (against electric
  shock)
  ADS see automatic disconnection of
  supply
  application of 49–51
  measures permitted only for special
  applications 50
  measures that are generally permitted
  50
Protective multiple earthing (PME)
  earthing conductor size 310, 320, 361
  main bonding conductor size 318–20,
  332–3, 361
  restriction on use as means of earthing
  caravan/camping parks and similar
  locations 428–9
  construction sites 410
  exhibitions, shows and stands 436
  marinas and shows 429
mobile or transportable units 444
petrol filling stations and liquid
petroleum gas stations 40

**Protective provisions (against electric shock)**
application of 49–51
basic protection see basic protection
enhanced 49
fault protection see fault protection
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**Proximity of wiring systems**
to communications cables 202, 204
to nonelectrical systems 204–5
to other electrical systems 202–3

**Rating factor**
ambient temperature 208–9, 216, 378
cables in ground or buried ducts 211
conductor operating temperature 216
grouping 208–9, 216, 378
thermal insulation 208, 216, 378
type of overload protective device 211, 256

**RCM** see residual current monitor

**Reduced low voltage system**
earth loop impedance limiting values 74
general 72–4
maximum disconnection time 73

**Reference methods** see installation methods

**The Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order** 9, 327, 347

**Residual current-circuit-breaker (RCCB)** 261

**Residual current circuit-breaker with overcurrent protection (RCBO)** 261

**Residual current device (RCD)**
additional protection
general 81
for mobile equipment for use outdoors 58
for socket-outlets 58
applications 264–6

breaking capacity 136
devices in series 65
discrimination 275–9
detection 275–9
earth electrode maximum resistance 67–9
earth loop impedance limiting values 66, 68
functions frequently called upon to perform 248–9
general 54, 58–61, 65–70, 262
high protective conductor currents (compatibility) 317
identification (and notices) 173
polarized 269
principles of operation 268–70
regulatory requirements 263
time/current characteristic 66
Type B to IEC/TR 60755 344–5
types 262
unexpected or unnecessary tripping 263, 279, 351, 363, 451, 456

**Residual current monitor (RCM),**
general 54, 69–70, 270–1

**Resistance**
effect of temperature on 118–19
values for cables generally 118–19
temperature adjustments to 118–19
values for copper conductors 217, 219

**Restrictive Trade Practices Act 1976** 9

**Rewireable fuse** see semi-enclosed (rewireable) fuse

**Ring final circuit,** overload protection 110

**Safety services**
circuit requirements 351, 353
common sources 348, 350
equipment requirements 351
general 347–8
parallel and nonparallel sources 350–1
protection against overcurrent and electric shock under fault conditions 351–2
supplies for 44

**Sauna heaters,** rooms and cabins containing 407
Sauna heaters, rooms and cabins containing (continued)
general 407–13
particular requirements
electric shock protection 409
equipment
degrees of protection 409
temperature rating 409
isolation and switching 409
sauna heating appliances 409
wiring system 409
zonal arrangements 408
Sealing arrangement (fire barrier) for wiring system 93–4
Section 20 buildings 332, 334
Security lighting 341
Segregation 202, 229, 445, 548
Selection and erection (included in the scope of BS 7671) 26–7
SELV
general 78–81
sources 79
Semi-enclosed (rewireable) fuse
fault current magnitudes for operation within stated times 254–5
functions frequently called upon to perform 248–9
general 256
identification 271
overload characteristic 105, 256
relative merits 250–1
short-circuit capacities 252, 256
Separation (electrical), protection by see electrical separation
Short-circuit breaking capacity see breaking capacity
Short-circuit current
nature of supply 41–2
at origin 41–2
prospective see prospective short-circuit current
Simple separation 71–2, 77–8, 423, 440
Skilled and instructed persons,
definitions 50
Smaller installations
‘meter tails’ 356–7
assessment of supply characteristics 355–6
certification 387
devices for overcurrent protection 362–3
earthing conductor, minimum cross-sectional area 360–2
electricity distributor’s requirements 355
fault protection devices 362–3
final circuit design 363–84
tables of maximum circuit length 366–78
IEE On-Site Guide 353
inspection and testing 387
isolation and switching devices 363
main bonding conductors, minimum cross-sectional area 360–2
main protective bonding 360
minimum number of socket-outlets in domestic premises 365–6
NICEIC Domestic Electrical Installation Guide 353
overcurrent protection devices 362–3
remote buildings 364–5
supplementary bonding 362
system earthing arrangements 357–9
user’s requirements 353–5
wiring systems 355
Socket-outlet see also accessories
additional protection by RCD 58
circuits (other than conventional), loading and diversity 34
FELV systems 72
reduced low voltage systems 74
Solar photovoltaic power supply systems 435–40
definitions 439
earthing a live conductor on the d.c. side 440
general 435
protection against electric shock
automatic disconnection of supply 441
double or reinforced insulation 441
protective measures that are not permitted 441
SELV and PELV 441
protection against electromagnetic influences 442
PV power supply systems accessibility 443
bonding conductors 443
wiring systems 443
**Solar radiation**, effects on cables 199
**Solid foreign bodies** 194
**Sources**
electrical separation 78
FELV 71
IT systems 38
reduced low voltage 73
SELV and PELV 79
TN and TT systems 36–7
**Space factor**, of conduit and trunking 236, 238 *see also* capacities
**Spacings**
busbar, trunking (and powertrack) systems supports 229, 445
cable support 224–6
conduit support 224, 227
trunking support 229
**Special installations and locations** 389–459
agricultural and horticultural premises 413–21
bath or shower locations 389–98
caravan/camping parks and similar locations 422–9
caravans and motor caravans 422–9
conducting locations with restricted movement 421–2
construction site installations 407–13
exhibitions, shows and stands 430–5
fairgrounds, amusement parks and circuses 451–2
floor and ceiling heating systems 452–7
marinas and similar locations 429–34
mobile or transportable units 440–5
sauna heaters, rooms and cabins containing 407
solar photovoltaic power supply systems 435–40
swimming pools and other basins 398–407
**Sprinkler system** *(supplies to)* 44, 348
*see also* safety services
**Standards**, supplementing requirements of BS 7671 of 19
**Steel enclosures**, impedance 118
**Step load** 43, 45
**Stored energy**
in capacitors and inductors 147
in motors (contribution to fault level) 127
**Substation** 93, 137
**Supplementary bonding** *see* bonding, supplementary
**Supplementary insulation** 75
**Supply**
interruption 24
nature of 40
suitability of 43–4
**Surface heating systems** *(electric)* *(BS 6351)* 14, 281, 287
**Surface temperature of equipment** 91, 97
**Swimming pools and other basins** 398–407
electric shock protection 399, 401–2
general 398–9
selection and erection of equipment 399, 403–6
degrees of protection of electrical equipment 406
supplementary bonding metallic reinforcement of concrete floor 403
zonal arrangements 400
equipment permitted inside and outside zones 403–6
**Switch**, linked 143–4, 241
**Switchgear**
containing flammable liquid 92–3
forms of assembly 243–5
general 241–3
Switchgear (continued)
type-tested and partially type-tested assemblies 242

Switching off for mechanical maintenance see also isolation and switching
definition of mechanical maintenance 151
general 22, 151–3
principal requirements for devices for 153

Switchgear

Temperature
ambient see ambient temperature
of conductors 114, 212–16
maximum under fault conditions 116, 294
effect on resistance (adjustment for) 118–19
as an external influence 193
rise, for equipment 90
surface of equipment 91, 97

Test instruments
accuracy and consistency 459–60
applied voltage 461
continuity 461
earth electrode 461–2
earth loop impedance 461
insulation 461
phase sequence 462
RCD 462
test finger (BS) 477
voltage indication 462

Test methods
applied voltage 476–7
barriers and enclosures 465–7, 477
continuity 469–71
earth electrode 477–80
earth loop impedance 471–6
functional 481, 483
general 463–4
insulation 464–6
non-conducting location 467–8
phase sequence 481
polarity 467, 469
prospective fault current 471–6
RCD 480–2
SELV, PELV or electrical separation 481
voltage drop 483

Testing
alterations and additions 534
emergency lighting 535
fire detection and alarm systems 535
general 463–83, 493
petrol filling stations 535
safety in 462–3

Thatched properties, installations in 334
Thermal conductivity 92, 100, 210
Thermal effects, protection against 23, 89–100
Thermal insulation (cables in contact with) 105, 206–8, 211
rating factor for 208, 216, 378
Thermally equivalent load (cyclic) 244, 246

Time/current characteristic
Appendix 3 of BS 7671 62, 66, 68, 131
high breaking capacity (HBC) fuse 257–9
miniature circuit-breaker (MCB) 259–61, 273–4, 276
moulded case circuit-breaker 261
residual current device (RCD) 66
semi-enclosed (rewireable) fuse 105, 256
TN-C-S system, general 37–40
TN-C system, general 36, 40
TN-S system, general 36, 40

Tool or key
for alteration of setting or calibration 263, 271
for disconnection of earthing conductor (tool) 313
for opening enclosure 53, 76
for removal of barrier 53, 76

Total insulation 75
Touch voltage 54–7
Trading Standards Act 1968 9
Transformer
autotransformer 71, 79, 281
bell, load demand 31
containing flammable liquid 92–3
effect of ‘solid bonding’ 233
general 281
isolating (source for electrical separation) 73, 79
privately owned 125, 137, 298
room layout 93
safety isolating (source for SELV or PELV) 73, 79
step-up, isolation requirements 148
typical per-unit impedance 127
transient 178

Voltage drop 214–16
calculation 214–16
frequency correction factor 205
power factor considerations 216
test methods 483

Water 194

Wiring systems see also cables
current-carrying capacity 103–7, 205–14, 243–6
fire performance 184
flame propagation 95–6, 98
general 181–4
installation methods 205–7
insulation faults (protection against) 98
non-flame propagating 95–6
proximity of electrical wiring systems to other electrical systems 202–3
proximity to communications cables 202, 204
smoke production 96–7
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Zone of accessibility (arm’s reach) 95–6

Zones
bath or shower locations 390–1
for cables concealed in walls or partitions 196
sauna locations 408
swimming pool locations 400